We study the problem of approximating a function from a separable metric space D to a separable metric space Z by functions g from D to Z which have the property there is no set E of power 2** such that g is a homeomorphism of E onto g(E). Theorem 1 asserts that any one to one function may be approximated by such a function. Numerous continuous functions may be approximated by such functions which, moreover, are periodic of preassigned period n (Theorem 4).
All functions mentioned are from a separable metric space into a separable metric space.
Definition.
A one to one function f of D into Z is a dishomeomorphism if D contains no subset E, of power 2Ko, such that/ is a homeomorphism of E onto f(E).
The proof of the existence of a dishomeomorphism was given for the first time in [2] .
By R is meant the set of real numbers, ordered in the natural manner. By a linear set is meant a subset of R.
A one to one function / of a linear set E into R is a dissimilarity transformation (on E) if E contains no subset D, of power 2No, such that/ is a similarity transformation of D onto f(D). From the definitions there readily follows Lemma 1. If E is of power < 2Ko, then each one to one function f of E into Z is a dishomeomorphism. If E and f(E) are linear sets, then f is also a dissimilarity transformation.
It is easily seen that a necessary and sufficient condition that each one to one function /, of E into E, for which the power of the set }x|/(x) =x, xEE] is <2K°, be a dissimilarity transformation, is that E have property .4.1
The following known result will be used [l ]:
Lavrentieff's Theorem. Let D be a subset of E. If f is a homeomorphism of D into a complete space C, then f can be extended to be a homeomorphism of a G> set B, containing D, into C.
Let / be a function from E into D. We shall say that a function g [October of E into D t-approximates f if d(f(x), g(x)) <e for each x in E, d being the metric on D.
Lemma 2. Let f be a mapping of D into a complete space Z such that for each element y in E =f(D), f~l(y) is a denumerable set.2 If each element of E is a c-condensation point of E,3 then for each e > 0 there exists a dishomeomorphism g of D onto E which (.-approximates f.
Proof. For each element y in E let S(y) denote the sphere in E, of radius e/2 and center y. Since each element of S(y) is a c-condensation point of E, the power of S(y) is 2So. Furthermore, since f~1(y) is denumerable, f-1 [S(y) ] is of power 2Ko. Denote by F the set of all those couples (/, B), where B is a Gs of D of power 2Ko, and / is a homeomorphism of B into Z. Since D and Z are separable and of power 2So each, the power of the set F is 2Ko. Well order the elements of D, E, and F into the sequences {«{}, £<0, {vs}, £<0, and {(fit B()}, £<0 respectively.4 Denote by w0 the element u0. Let x0 be the first element in the set S(f(w0)) -{f0(w0)}. Define g(u0) to be x0. Let s0 be the first element in the set E-{x0} and y0 the first element in f~1(S(z0)) -{w0, f^(z0)}. Define g(y0) to be z0. Note that d(f(w0), g(w0)) <e and d(f(y0), g(y0)) <e. Continuing by induction suppose that the elements wj, x$=g(wj), y^, and zi = g(ys) have been defined for each £<a. Let wa be the first element in the set (1) D -{ W(, y( I £ < a} and x« the first element in the set
Define g(w") to be xa. Let z" be the first element in the set
Let ya be the first element in
Since the set in the brackets is of power <2Ko, y" exists. Define g(ya) to be za. Note that d(f(wa), g(wa)) <e and d(f(ya), g(ya)) <«• Clearly the function g is one to one. From (2) and (4) it follows that for a^£, g(wa) T*ft(wa) and g(ya)T*fi(ya). Hence (5) the set {x | fi(x) = g(x), x E B^\ is of power < 2^.
From (1) for each element u, of D, u, is in the set {w(, yf|£^j>}. From (3) for each element v, of E, v, is in the set {xj, Z{|£;gi'}. Consequently g is a one to one function of D onto E which «-approximates /. We now show that g is a dishomeomorphism. For suppose the contrary. Then there exists a subset H, of power 2K°, of D such that g is a dishomeomorphism of H onto g(H). Let h be the function which is defined by h(x) =g(x) for x in H. By Lavrentieff's Theorem, h may be extended to be a homeomorphism k of a Gi set If, containing H, into E. This however contradicts (5) since k and g coincide on a set of power 2No. Therefore g must be a dishomeomorphism.
Q.E.D. Suppose that/ is a one to one mapping of F into Z. Let E be the set of c-condensation points of/(Y) which are in/( Y) and let G~f( Y) -E. As is well known the power of G is <2N°, and each element of E is a c-condensation point of E. Let D=f~1(E). By Lemma 2, for e>0 there exists a dishomeomorphism g of D onto E which e-approximates/. For each element x in/-1(G) = F-Z>, let g(x) =f(x). Now the following is easily seen.
Lemma 3. Let D be the union of two disjoint sets F and G. A necessary and sufficient condition that a one to one function f of D into Ebe a dishomeomorphism is that f be a dishomeomorphism of each of the sets F and G.
In view of Lemma 3 and the preceding discussion we obtain Theorem 1. For each one to one mapping f of D into E, and for each «>0, there exists a dishomeomorphism g of D onto f(D) which (-approximates f. Suppose that / is a similarity transformation of a linear set E, of power 2K», into R. The set D of points of discontinuity off are enumerable. Thus/is a continuous similarity transformation of the set E -D, of power 2No, onto f (E -D) = C. The function/-1 is a similarity trans-formation defined on C. Let B be the denumerable set of points of discontinuity of /_1 on C. Then f-1 is a continuous similarity transformation of the set C-B, of power 2Xo, onto f~l(C-B) =A. Consequently / is both a similarity transformation and a homeomorphism of A onto j'(A). From this it follows that if / is a dishomeomorphism of a linear set, then / is a dissimilarity transformation. Hence Corollary 3. For each one to one mapping of a linear set E into R, and for eache>0, there exists a function g, which is both a dishomeomorphism and a dissimilarity transformation, of E onto f(E). Furthermore, g e-approximates f.
If, in Lemma 3 and Corollary 2, all sets are linear, then "dishomeomorphism" may be replaced by "dissimilarity transformation." By a procedure quite analogous to Theorem 1 the following result may be proved.
Theorem 2. Let f be a mapping of D into itself such that for each element y in E=f(D), f~1(y) is a denumerable set. If each element of E is a c-condensation point of E, then for each e > 0 there exists a dishomeomorphism g of D onto E which e-approximates f and also has the property that there is no element x in D and no positive integer n such thatf(x)=x.
Corollary.
Let f be a mapping of D into itself such that for each element y in E =f(D),f~l(y) is a denumerable set. Suppose that there is no element x in D and positive integer n such that f"(x) =x. Then there exists a dishomeomorphism g of D onto E which e-approximates f and also has the property that there is no element x in D and no positive integer n such that f"(x) =x.
A function f of A into A which is not the identity is said to be of period two if/2(x) =x for every element x in .4.6/is said to be strongly of period n>0 if fn(x) =x for each x in D, and for no 0<j<n does there exist an x so that/'(x) =x.
Theorem 3. Let f be a one to one function of a nondenumerable space A into itself with the following property: For no odd integer > 5 is there an element xin A such thatf"(x) =x andf'(x) ^xfor eachj -1, 2, • • • , n -1. Let e be any positive number which has the property that d(x,f2(x)) <e/2 for each x in A. Then there exists a dishomeomorphism g of A onto A which is of period two and e-approximates f. have been defined for £ <a. Let w" be the first element in (3) W -{wi, x£, y£, z(\ £ < a}.
There exists a set 7?,-, say DT(a), which contains wa. Let xa be the first element in the set ,. £r(«) -[{w£, x{, y{, z{) £ < a}
The element xa certainly exists since 7>rfo), thus £r(a), is of power 2^°, whereas the set in the brackets is of power <2Mo. Define g(wa) to be xa and g(xa) to be wa. Since /(wa) is in £rfo) and the diameter of Er(a) is <e/2, d(f(wa), g(wa)) <e. Now there exists an element aa in Z?r(o,) such that/(a0) =xa. Thus d(f(xa), g(xa)) = d(f2(aa), wa) g rf(a", wa) + d(aa, f2(aa)) < e/2 + 6/2 = 6.
Let za be the first element in the set The function g is well defined, of period two (since g is not the identity mapping), and e-approximates /. From (3) and (5), g maps IF onto IF, thus A onto A. As in Theorem 1 we see that g is a dishomeomorphism. Q.E.D.
Each function, of period two, of a nondenumerable space A into itself is the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of functions {fn(x)}, each function being of period two, and each function being a dishomeomorphism of A onto A.
If "nondenumerable" is removed from the hypothesis of Theorem 3, then the conclusion is no longer valid. For example, let A be the set of positive integers, / the identity, and e = l/3. The only function which e-approximates/ is/ itself. However/ is not of period two. The condition "n>5" cannot be removed from Theorem 3. For example, consider a regular heptagon inscribed in the circle of radius one and center the origin, the vertices in clockwise order being Xi, x6, xit xz, Xi, Xi, and Xs. Let A = {x,|i-£7}\JMV)N, where M={(4, y)|0gygl/2} and 2V= {(41/10, y)|ogy^l/2}. Let e/2=d(xi, xt) +1/1000. By trigonometry, d(xi, x2)>e. Let/(x7)=Xi and for i<7 let/(x.) =xi+i. Let/(4, y) = (41/10, y) and/(41/10, y) = (4, y). As is easily seen, any function g, of period two, which e-approximates /, maps a vertex onto a vertex. Hence for at least one k, g(xk)=Xk. Then d(f(xh), g(x*))>e, i.e., g goes not e-approximate /. In view of the previous example, an arbitrary function of a space D need not be e-approximated by a function which is strongly of period n. However, we do have infinite subset of D. In either case A is an infinite set of power <2Ko. Let A be the union of n disjoint sets At, each having the same power as A. This is possible since A is infinite. For i<n let fi be a one to one mapping of Ai onto Ai+i, and let/" be a one to one mapping of An onto A\. For x in A, let f(x) =fi(x). Since A is of power <2Ko, / is a dishomeomorphism. Clearly/ is strongly of period n. If A =D, then/ is the desired function. Suppose that At*D. By Theorem 4, there exists a dishomeomorphism g, strongly of period «, on D -A, which e-approximates the identity function. The function h, which coincides with f on A and coincides with g on D -A, is then the desired function.
We close with the following question: Given two separable metric spaces D and E of power 2No each, does there exist a one to one function/of D into E so that for each subset A of 
